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Enter the battle, dodge, strike, strike, dodge, strike, strike, stri — dodge, strike, strike. If you enjoy 

Infinity Blade, you might like this one. The blacksmith apprentice Horn woke up one day only to find 

the world he once knew was in ruins.  There was no one around — not human, not animal — except 

for apparently-mechanical creatures called Pygons, who claimed they had been freed from “the 

curse of the flesh”. Now it’s up to you, as Horn, to find out the secret of the Pygon curse and revert 

them back to their original form. 

Based loosely (or so they claimed) on the Old English story of King Horn, this adventure game mixes 

interactive battles and puzzle-solving. Personally, I prefer this game to the more battle-oriented 

Infinity Blade, because the plot in Horn is much deeper and more engaging. The controls are easy: 

you tap to move, you swipe the screen to attack. And the visual is amazing — you can see how 

detailed the ruins, the forests, the mountains were designed. I especially like the concepts of the 

Pygons: they look somewhat like a toy, all clumsy looking and weird movement, but the rust all over 

their body balances it by giving a slightly dangerous look.  

Unfortunately, puzzle-lovers may not like this game so much because the challenges are quite 

straightforward once you grasp the basics. The music and soundtracks are also lacking, and although 

you can forge your own weapons, there’s not a big difference between your weapon choice (swords, 

hammers, axes or “special weapons” like scythes). All in all, though, I’d say it’s a good game to play 

when you were bored in rainy weekends. 

 

Verdict: 3/5 
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